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Product Brief

VIAVI

StrataSync and OneExpert
An Unbeatable Team for Contractor Needs

Discourage instrument theft while empowering your ONX with mobile device connectivity, GPS, and multimedia capabilities.

VIAVI Offers Contractors:

StrataSync Anti-Theft

The ability to remotely disable lost or stolen field test instruments is critical to protecting your investment and keeping your costs down. This is especially true for rental agencies and contracting companies where instruments are constantly changing hands. VIAVI offers a free anti-theft solution that allows instrument owners to achieve these benefits. Using StrataSync, instrument use authorization can be configured based on:

- Number of days used
- Number of power cycles

If either of these thresholds are crossed without the instrument syncing it will lock itself until the next valid sync. If a meter is reported as lost or stolen in StrataSync it will remain locked until the status is changed in StrataSync.

Benefits

- Reduce insurance rates, deter meter theft by automatically disabling lost or stolen meters
- Quickly locate instruments by knowing where and when it was last used and by who
- Prove proper completion of work orders—upload pictures of repairs and geolocation with test data
- Get paid faster, sync more frequently via mobile and submit results electronically via StrataSync

Features

- Anti-theft capabilities to deter instrument theft
- StrataSync Mobile Tech Features:
  - GPS tagging of test results
  - Link picture/video files to test results
  - Simplify instrument sharing—test data linked to mobile device user ID
  - StrataSync Core available free of charge including anti-theft feature

Applications

- Tracking instrument location across time
- Disabling lost or stolen instruments until synced by authorized user
- Documentation of work order completion via linking of multimedia files with test results
- More frequent syncing of test data
StrataSync Mobile Tech

Need to find a deployed instrument quickly? With StrataSync Mobile Tech test results can be geotagged by leveraging the GPS capabilities of the Android/iOS mobile devices carried by most technicians. Managers can then see who last used an instrument, and where and when the last test was taken. Mobile Tech allows syncing anywhere and anytime including in the truck between jobs and uses the mobile device multimedia capabilities to augment test results with pictures or videos of repair actions.

- Locate instruments quickly by knowing who/when/where for last use
- Geotag test results to pinpoint service locations, prevent spoofing of test results
- Provide evidence of proper job completion by including pictures of repairs with test data
- Sync ONX meters anywhere and anytime your mobile device has internet connectivity
- Tie results to your mobile device User ID without changing instrument User ID

No Additional Charge for StrataSync Core

StrataSync Core capabilities are included when you purchase any StrataSync-enabled instrument from VIAVI, there is nothing to buy to take advantage of these benefits. StrataSync Core includes asset and configuration management, test data management with 35 day limit, and even instrument self-management for techs via the Tech Portal. StrataSync Plus extends test data storage for up to 6 years and provides access to seasoned VIAVI StrataSync experts for assistance with setup, configuration, usage, reporting – just about anything that you desire.